followers a mood of hatred and violence. It is our misfortune that part, though by no means all or even most, of the Muslim world is now going through such a period, and that much, though again not all, of that hatred is directed against us"(p. 48). This plaintive note later becomes more explicit: "Certainly nowhere in the Muslim world, in the Middle East or elsewhere, has American policy suffered disasters or encountered problems comparable to those in Southeast Asia or Central America. There is no Cuba, no Vietnam, in the Muslim world, and no place where American forces are involved as combatants or even as 'advisers.' But there is a Libya, an Iran, and a Lebanon, and a surge of hatred that distresses, alarms, and above all baffles Americans"(p. 48). How reassuring the old motif: Americans as innocents abroad! Note Lewis's reluctance to make American foreign policy an active agent, to concede that in Southeast Asia and Central America it willfully affected disasters and created problems. As for the three countries he mentions, surely Lewis can't be ignorant of the role the CIA played in destroying the legitimate government of Prime Minister Mossadegh in Iran and in his eventual murder? He must equally well remember the first deployment of the Marines in Lebanon by President Eisenhower and what Ronald Reagan and his Navy did the second time around. As for Libya, it cannot directly be accused of killing a single American. Even the "Libyan-sponsored terrorism" has caused only a nominal loss of American life compared to what Israel's several "inadvertent" actions have done over the years. More importantly, the historian Lewis fails to mention American involvement in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Indonesia, the American sponsored, but now defunct, Central Treaty Organization of which Iraq was an original member, and America's constant support of an assortment of dictators and kings in some of the so-called Muslim countries (Pakistan, Indonesia, Brunei, and Saudi Arabia, to name a few).
Lewis continues to express his bafflement by noting: "At times this hatred goes beyond hostility to specific interests or actions or policies or even countries and becomes a rejection of Western civilization as such, not only what it does but what it is, and of the principles and values that it practices and professes"(p. 48, emphasis added). This distinction between "doing" and "being," is not invoked in the case of the Muslims; in their case, in every instance, the classicist Lewis substitutes a text for the historical context. For every contemporary event he has a ready discourse on "the classical Islamic view." What is most depressing is that at such moments Lewis never brings into discussion "the classical Judaic view" or "the classical Christian view." For example, in the text of the original lecture he notes that in Islam "the struggle of good and evil acquired, from the start, political and even military dimensions." This he modifies in the published essay to "very soon acquired"(p. 49). In neither case, however, did he see fit to mention the views that Moses and his people held of the Canaanites and the contemporary relevance of those views vis h vis the attitude toward the Palestinians of some Zionists in Israel and some Christian fundamentalists in this country.
Similar is his treatment of the next topic. The initial statement is impeccable: "Most, probably all, human societies have a way of distinguishing between themselves and others: insider and outsider, in-group and out-group, kinsman or neighbor or foreigner. These definitions not only define the outsider but also, and perhaps more particularly, help to define and illustrate our perception of ourselves"(p. 49). But rather than stating what defines the "outsider" for him (and by implication for the "West"), Lewis wheels in another one of his discourses on "the classical Islamic view," and follows up with a capsule history of the world since the advent of Islam, seen as ceaseless rivalry between it and Christendom. Subsequently, we are treated to a bizarre psycho-social analysis of the contemporary situation.
The Muslim has suffered successive stages of defeat. The first was his loss of domination in the world, to the advancing power of Russia and the West. The second was the undermining of his authority in his own culture, through an invasion of foreign ideas, laws, ways of life and sometimes even foreign rulers or settlers, not to mention the enfranchisement of native non-Muslim elements. The third -the last straw -was the challenge to his mastery in his own house, from emancipated women and rebellious children. It was too much to endure, and the outbreak of rage against these alien, infidel, and incomprehensible forces that had subverted his dominance, disrupted his society, and finally violated the sanctuary of his home was inevitable. It was also natural that this rage should be directed primarily against the millenial enemy and should draw its strength from ancient beliefs and loyalties (p. 49).
Let us try an exercise in analogy and see if the following makes any sense.
The American has suffered successive stages of defeat. The first was his loss of domination in the world to the advancing economic power of Japan and Germany. The second was the undermining of his authority in his own country, through the invasion of foreign ideas and ways of life brought in by waves of non-European immigrants, and the enfranchisement of the vast African-American and Mexican-American populations within the country. The third -the last straw -was the challenge to his mastery in his own house, from emancipated women and rebellious children. It was too much to endure. It was natural this rage should be directed primarily against the millenial enemy and should draw its strength from ancient beliefs and loyalties. There is much to agree with in Lewis's critique of the Islamic fundamentalists. He accurately identifies and condemns their ruthless urge to power and domination and their exclusive claim to truth. He is on target when he criticizes those among the new Muslim minorities in Western Europe who demand for Islam "a degree of legal protection which those countries no longer give to Christianity and have never given to Judaism." There is a large element of truth in his judgement that "Islam was never prepared, either in theory or in practice, to accord full equality to those who held other beliefs and practiced other forms of worship." One may appreciate his subsequent remark: "[Islam] did, however, accord to the holders of partial truth a degree of practical as well as theoretical tolerance rarely paralleled in the Christian world until the West adopted a measure of secularism in the late-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries"(p. 56). But it remains a tragic fact that the same degree of tolerance was often not available in the past to the "innovators" within the Muslim community, and is not even now being extended to religious minorities in several of the so-called Islamic states, e.g. in Iran, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Lastly and most importantly, one wishes Lewis had strictly followed his own precept of examining both the "principles" and the "experience" in each and every instance.
So what does Lewis offer as his parting advice? There are two conclusions. First: "This is no less than a clash of civilizations -the perhaps irrational but surely historic reaction of an ancient rival against our Judeo-Christian heritage, our secular present, and the worldwide expansion of both. It is crucially important that we on our side should study their heritage and understand their present, and that we should not be provoked into an equally historic but also equally irrational reaction against that rival"(p. 60). Rather patronizing, but fair enough; it is at least not mischievous. Then comes the second conclusion: "The movement nowadays called fundamentalism is not the only Islamic tradition. There are others, more tolerant, more open, which helped to inspire the great achievements of Islamic civilization in the past, and we may hope that these other traditions will in time prevail. But before this issue is decided there will be a hard struggle, in which we of the West can do little or nothing. Even the attempt might do harm, for these are issues that Muslims must decide among themselves. And in the meantime, we must take great care on all sides to avoid the danger of a new era of religious wars, arising from the exacerbation of differences and the revival of ancient prejudices"(p. 60).
It is rather unfair of Lewis to give recognition to these other Islamic traditions in just one sentence on the very last page. Shouldn't their "principles" and "experiences" be counted 
